
When you’re looking for the ultimate in vehicle protection, you 
can depend on the rugged, no compromise reliability of the ECB 
Big Tube Bar and Big Tube Winch Bar for the GU Patrol. These 
stylish Bumper-Replacement Bars are manufactured from high 

tensile structural grade alloys and feature fully gusseted 63mm shoulder pipes. Both Bars feature a 
tapered, 6mm thick, one-piece bumper that incorporates a full width, braced lower protection skirt, while 
a specifically designed steel mounting system ensures a neat and sturdy fitment. Indicator/park light 
combinations, neatly trimmed cooling vents, driving light mounting provisions and an aerial bracket are 
all standard features. For serious off-road enthusiasts, ECB offers a Winch Bar that will accommodate up 
to a 9,500lb low mount winch and both Big Tube Bars feature tapered designs that increase the approach 
angle of the vehicle.These ECB Big Tube Bars come in a range of superior, low maintenance powdercoated 
finishes, as well as the ever-popular mirror polished alloy finish. 

P r o d u c t F i n i s h O p t i o n s

Mirror Polish Silver Hammertone

Silver Ripple Black Ripple

Built to Perform, Guaranteed to Last

Whether you’re battling the bitumen or the bush 
ECB has a range of quality protection products for 
your Patrol that are sure to suit your needs. 
Wherever you're bold enough to go, you need 
quality protection equipment that is built tuff 
enough to bring you safely back home. That’s why 
when it comes to protecting your Patrol and your 
family, it’s worth remembering that quality really 
counts. 

From the sporty 76mm Nudge Bar through to the 
unmatched strength and reliability of an ECB Big 
Tube Bar, ECB has a range of frontal protection 
bars and accessories that are styled to perfectly 
complement the Patrol’s lines and like the Patrol, 
they’re tough enough to withstand almost anything 
the urban jungle or nature can dish out. 

Genuine ECB products are manufactured from high 
tensile, structural grades of aluminium ensuring 
maximum performance, strength and protection. 
Not only does every ECB protection bar meet 
Australian Design Rules - each one is also covered 
by ECB’s exclusive Lifetime Warranty for complete 
peace of mind. 

No matter what your requirements are, you can 
rely on ECB products for a distinctive individual 
style, true performance and great value for money.

When style, strength and quality are what you are 
looking for, Insist on genuine ECB products.
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The ECB Series 2 Roof Rack is a perfect accessory for when your Patrol just has 
no more cabin space to spare. This all alloy, strong, lightweight design is safe 
and very reliable, and comes with robust stainless steel mounting brackets 
and a wind deflector as standard. Designed and manufactured here in 

Australia to suit the rugged Australian lifestyle, this Roof Rack is 
designed to handle loads up to the Patrol’s maximum roof 
carrying weight. Available in three different lengths (1900mm, 

2100mm or 2400mm) and a range of powdercoated finishes, 
this Roof Rack for the Patrol is a must have accessory for 
anyone needing to carry extra equipment.

Great sports styling, 
bumper and grille 
protection are just a 
few of the features of 
these modern and 
functional Nudge 
Bars for the GU 
Patrol. As well as 
providing decent frontal 
protection against costly 
bumps and nudges, these 
Bars also boast spotlight 
mounting tabs that will 
allow the easy fitment of a set of spotlights for those times when standard headlights simply will not 
project enough light. Designed and manufactured in Australia, these Nudge Bars are formed from high 
tensile alloy tubing and will never corrode or rust, and they are mounted to the chassis of the Patrol via a 
specifically designed steel mounting system. Each ECB Nudge Bar is designed to suit each individual 
model; therefore you can be assured of an aesthetically pleasing, functional and reliable design. Both 
bars come in a choice of polished or powdercoated finishes.

 The astute GQ Patrol owner will find it hard to go past the unmatched 
strength, quality and style of the ECB Big Tube Bar. This Bar is 

manufactured from high tensile structural grade alloys and 
features a 6mm thick one-piece centre channel. 

Further strength is achieved via gusseted shoulder 
pipes and extra brace tubes act to both strengthen 
the bar and also reduce the gap between the 
shoulder pipes and the main bumper section. This 

Bar is engineered to accommodate the installation of 
low mount winches and comes standard with indicator 
/ parklight combinations, spotlight mounting tabs and 
an aerial bracket.
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